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ABSTRACT 
A computational procedure for obtaining the minimum makespan · , . 
. . 
solution :for scheduling N j«;>bs through M machines with job st~~t 
cons·traints, machine start co~straints,. and job passing allowable-
is d~loped, formulated,. and prese?ted. The procedure generally 
employs the branch-and-bound technique but is mo~J.fied .to incorporate-
-,~~. 
a double bounding method. A min1mum lower bound ni'ie is applied 
· . to one set of. bounds in the decision -making p·rocess. The second. 
set of bounds is used in a -backtrack search of the branch-and~bound· 
,. The model was fi"rst val.idated ·and ·-then· tested for computational 
. . The response . time for all solutions other than the 
'. first feasible was unpredict~ble.· However, the tests indicate that 
good suboptimal solutions can be obtained in a reasonable amount of 
computational time by either early termination of the ·procedure or -· _· ... ,·. ' ·-------~- --
; ; 
.. QY reducing the optimality requirement by .some· fraction. 
., 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
·-·--- ;~, 
This thesis is concerned with a class .of optimization problem 
that is commonly referred to as the "job-shop scheduling problemo" · 
Implicit in an optimization ·problem is· t.he concept of determining the. 
'' '' 
. . best .solution. In turn, the term best implies.some measure for what 
is better or wors·e and the most convenient measure is some . f o:rm J>f 
resource cost·. ·-,\,_Specifically, the resource . cost will take the form. 
· of "t'ime"- in this pape_r. A sQiution is ,bette·r precisely because it 
. ·. requi\;res less time; it is best because it requires the least time. 
The~_e -~e fflE!!li cons t:ra i_n_e_d __ o_ptimizat ion-pr--ebI.ems-· . fo~wh~i-ch-di-re-c-t · · · · ----
.' methods of solution· do not exist, or are·inefficient. The.job-shop.·· 
scheduling problem i.s of this typ,and the approach to be taken here 
. . , 
. -
. ~ falls in .the· broad category of "combinatori·al programming." Combinatorial,0.::. . . 
. 
. 
_,.._. ... ..; ,. 
programmi;n.g employs two principal· concepts: · the use of a controlled · 
·· enumeration technique for (implicitly) --~onsidering all potential so-
lutions; and the elimination from explicit, consideration particular 
solutions which are known to be un;~~~;t~ble. 23. ·. 
. . . . n . An. alternate name for combinatorial programn1ing is·- branch.:and-... · ,----
: bound." Branch-and-bound ~_as. developed by ·Little, ~t ~al. ~S in· .their 
. . . . 
. •,.-----· 
. . ·- ..... ·- .. - -- . - . 
. . ,-, . . . 
. \ n -~~J.gorithms for solving :the· classical traveling salesman problem. · ·--,:~ .. ·c-'• 
· .. --· 
The branch notion arises from the fact that in terms. of- a tree of· the .-.1'-
' . .. problem the procedure _-is continually .concer-rred_ with choosing a. branch 
of the ·tr~e to evaluate .. The bound term denotes the emphasis on the ., ........ ~~, ,.- ... ~,·,h:' ......... ~, ... ,..,...,,.-: 
· · effective--use of me.ans· for _bounding-;;fhe vii1ue of. the obJective function 
) ·;_,,-- -,,· 
. '· 
at each node in the tree from which branching may occur. 
-: ...... ;,r .. -.... ,-..~ 
- 'k· -'j., f \ \, ~ ,..,· 
. !fl 
.. .I 
·- ·, .. 
\ ·,-
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In. a .job scheduling problem, ·processors perform tasks or opera-
tions on a ·group of itemso · · · · · ·· u · n The ite111s are commonly called jobs and 
-
. " • u· the· processor.s are referred to as mach1nes o · In the job ..... shop problem 
. . 
to be studied here, the machines are all different and each must y . 11 . process a .. jobs .• 
; The time to process • job at a gfven machine . called the a. given 1S 
• I 
. . . . ! . 
.. 
' '' . b t . " . JO 1me. The seque_nce . of machines -through which a particular job· 
1,' • 
is processed is th~ "tec1:tnological machine order"· fo~ · th~ job. A "job 
.~ _start constraint" is the. earliest time that a ·particular job can_. _be~---___c......-~-----'-~/·~. ----.. -~-
. --·-·--· -------- . 
started on a given machille for .some uncontrouuason such as avail-. 
ability of··materials required to perform a task. A "machine start 
·:constraint'' ·is the· earliest· time that a ma.~hine will oe available to . 
·? ' .. . . . 
. . . 
. ~ 
~6~ start· processing any job. A machine_ start constraint occurs when the 
. particular machine ·has not· completed its .last assig~ed schedule, . is · 
. ,, '' . 






A schedule .1s the sequen·ce .. o-f jobs.,.t9 be proc.essed at a :give·n 
-- . ' ------.-· . machine and a '-' s·olution" is a -set of. schedules for all machines •. 




.. -i·s, the ,feasible s·et of schedules that has the shortest 
" . 
.. ;. .,, · possible makespan, and makespan is defi.ned as the _elapsed time from · .. 
. '\J 
. the~·instant .machines· begin proces_sing ... --jobs -·to that insta~t that----the 
-
·- -,last machine· r\unning completes· i·ts ·· last scheduled job._-~--··---~ 
·. ---·-- . -. ·-· ;-- . 
' .•• 
,: ·.·-- - -
Restrict ions 
. 
. Scheduling. problems usually obey certain " . . '. . . . . '' restrictions •. The 
s.pecif ic restrictions that the problem discu.ssed here. will obey are 
•. y... . as follows: · 
·-1' .- .... ·' 
• . I • • 






.. --,---. -.·----',· .. ----.·-:·· ... ---.----.. .. 





· .. ;···,' 
j~· 




. ·. ---~ 
b 
~-= 
•• A, ·,-, 
4 . ·' 
-·--':"~--·-·----------.;.-~.:..___....:_:._:---:~ 
1. All jobs are processed· once on each machine. However, zero · 
·" · job times are al lowed • 
·. 2. Each machine can process only one job at a time. 
',\ 
3. Once started at a machine, a job must be completed. (i.e,> Job-
splitting is not ·allowed.,) 





.. is known and in~ludes any set-up time or transport delay . 
Each jo9 must be processed in some known technological machine 
·.~~er, but the .order is not nece.ssa~ily the same ·for all· 
.. 
____ ·Joos. 
"6· · The mac~ine and· J<?b start constraints are known . 
. 
· 1. All jobs··, have . a common due-date. (i .. e. There are no ·dead line 
constraints.)· 
· s·~· · In-process ,i.nvent·ory is- allowed. 
~ . :· ' 
9. The resource c.ost of _a soiut ion set of schedules depends only 
, ' 





• ', <, 
,' ~. '·'. ' 
... --·· -···-··--------




. ,! . ........ 
--~-·--·--...--10. ·, The job processing sequence (schedule) may vary between ·t.::1' . 
·machines. (i.e. Passing is· allowed.) 
Restrictions 5 and 10 contain the primary deviations of this 
. thesi's from most previous work in the machine scheduli' area . . This 
· pr_eviou-s -work, most of it fairly recent, ~eq·uires that all job·s 
the· same techz:iological machine order ... instead of the variation permittei;r--c-
. • in Restriction 5. -A i;equirement that the job schedule for every 
machine be the same is relaxed in Restriction 1o·to permit, job passi11g. 
· From this discussion, it becomes obvious that the recent work referred 
' to has been primarily concerned with th_~- "flow-shop" or." assembly-line" 
. \·· .. 
I --.• 
. ·- i 
I. ., ' 




This thesis is addressed specifically to the solution of-the job-
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I IC THE JOB . SHOP PROBLEM 
,·.r. .... 
It is convenient to initially formulate the problem in matrix 
form within the limits of the English description in Section lo For 
the problem concerned with.· processing N jobs through M machines there 
can be formed a Job Time Matrix, a Technological Machine Order Matrix, 
a·· Job Start Constraint Matrix, and a Machine Start Constraint Vector. 
; 
This formulation is shown in Figures ·11-1 and Il-2o 
r' Perimeter values may, be found for the Job Time Matrix by $Ymming ... -· 
'. 




•, · . .:... · __ ,_·.--~ 
- / 
-------:-"~:___~~~~--· -· .. ....;._. _x~·J i~· .-=- k__X-11_, . • i = l , 2 ' .. ·. , n.-: _·. ----'--7-.,-----~ --'c~..:.___:____:____;,_ ___________ ~----·. . j=ll . . ···. 
--....._·. 
. . · .. ;:: ..... 
\ 
. ' 




~- ·, .. ~ 
n 
- '"'U'" -- - • 
.... _-;. ,_ 
. xj = :E x ij , · j -- = . t, 2 , ••• ,m . 
i=l . . 
. 
"""" 'It i~ar that the ·makespan of an opti~uDl sollltion can be no less 
' . 
-\",-;, .•• ~- .. -..--;-, ·---'---~'-,..:-,. --.~ . -~--. __ .....:.....:,c:...:;- -·--·- • 
. · . , tµan. the m·aximum perimeter entry. 
Makespan? Max.{: Mf,Xi• ,x· Xj }·" .. . J
·-·. ' .... , ~ 
-- -··· .. . . 
. ~ . When the maximum Xi is greater than the maximum x.j ; the- corresponding-- . · .. · ... 
- ,; job (~) ·has time req~irements such. that they dominate the job .. set. c\!• 
·When the maximum X · is greater, . th·e ~or_responding machine. (j) i~ .J 
· dominant. Consider a solution whi"ch has a·.· makespa~ equal to- .,the max-i-'!!!!~--c----~·----··' 
mum perimeter en.try. If the problem is job dominated, ·the dominating · 
-
< 
· job is scheduled so that there is no delay between processes. lf the. 
< . J 
problem is machine dominated, the dominating machine is scheduled so 
that ·there is no slack time- between jobs. 
For the general job-shop problem with .a finite number of jops, 









, .· I 
. Q. 
I .. , 
,· 
I •. 
--:---- --- ----- ----·--- ,-·_ -·-=-----·· . ·---.:~1,; __ .·· --- •;;,__. -=----- -·-"··•·· --:. --_-::_.: -.--·· . . -~--- -··-· ' 
7 .-
.· necessary to prove that an optimum solution · exists because a·11 so~ ' . . 
lutions can be co)Jlpletely defined as particular permutations · of the 
_.J) 
. . 
' . . ' 
' ~ . •. job list at each machine o This corresponds to (n!) possible schedules · 
' . 
. .. at each machine.. Since· any s'chedule at a machine can be combined with 
any of ·the tn:) schedules at another macnine, there are (n! )m tota-1 
.. 
possible sets of schedules. For a given job the,re are (mt)'·/possible 
technological or.de rings of the machines and (m ! ) n total possible sets 
of technological machine ordering,So Thus, there. are c·n!)m X (m!)n . . 
. 
. . .,. ·.,,, 
possible' solutions· to the general problem when·techno1ogical machine 




f,., .... ' (l, ' '. 
. , . 
. , ; ., 
. . !: 
I >i ·-·A . ; lr'1 









l·.·.1 :, .... ,· ~ ! r , . ., . 
4 . 
: .. :,·· .. 
___ ._: ____ .'...:____ '_:i . . -·----.--·--------- ·. 
. . 
ord~ingsare-· ·norknown. ·. 
\ - i 
I . 
. This thesis will be concerned with the special case ·where the 
·.·technological machine Qrdering is .known ... · Therefore, there are. (n!)m · 
' -
f 
possible solutions·and between (n!) and (n!)mfeasible solutions. 
The reason ... that all: (n! )m possible solutions are· not 1:1ecessarily 
.( ...... 
feasible is- because certain sets of schedules may be impossible within 
\-'·· 
the constraints of the known technologica_1· machine orderings. For 
' .'!.. 
instance, consider the simple problem .of scheduling two jobs through 
two _machines. -I.f- the required technological machine. order is the 
·--~-.. :; .. -same for both jobs·,. a:s· shown in Fig~~e If-3·,,· all possible solutions·· 
are feasible. These four solutions are shown in the figure. However, 
\ 
' 
-·---- if 'the technological machine order is reversed for Job 2, there · are 
, 
.- only thr~ei feasible"· solutions~ Solution 3 becomes infeasible· since 
··J . 
it is impossible to schedule -Job 2 ahead of Job· 1 on Machtne 1 while .. · 
_ at the sa,ne time scheduling Job 1 ahead of Job 2. on Machine 2. 
·•' -·;,.. . 
. ' 
For the job-shop problem there are two generally accepted time-
based criteria for optimizing.·· One is make.span, as previously defined,. 
~, 
,·· ·---• . 
. \ .. 
.. · -- ------ ···--·-·. - - ----
(: .. :. 
.. ,-., __ ._: ______ . ____ '-, ~ -·---.. -~---· 
' ' .. - . ~ ' . . ~-: ). . ' . . ·-··----··------------ .. ·.· ....... _ .. - .. .. ... .... _, ____ ., ___ ... _ .... _ ........ ___ .... . . 
--------··· ·iliilil----iiiii!!!!!!!!=-=-=--=.,.,;_.~.......,.,;~----_.;.~"·· ~-.'' ~-·· .. :.J',·~-!~·.?_,~~-:)<-~):J·.::::: .. :~'.:·:~'.:~:.;:, .. ~4;;_:~-.-~.V\.~:;L::;.,.:-;J:(.7~~:::~-.:·~-·-~~~c--· · 
. -------····-- --~-
. '\.l .• ' 
! -
\ ' 





- • -~-•,,,.u•, .. •• 
d t 'L th . " l k t . " an 118 0 _ er J.S $ ac J.meo 
8 
Slack time is def ine!'d · as· the non~ 
running or idle time at a machine which occurs betwee·n· the start and, 
the completion of its schedule o . Slack time is, · of course, incurred· as 
. . 
/ a result,o:f a machine waiting for its next job. The Gantt charts of 
-Figure II-4 best illustrate the difference between the two objectives. 
Figure II-4 (a) shows the ch~rted solutio.n. for the minimum niakespan 
· solution of a problem~ This solution has' a makespan ·of 200 hours and 
-C. _ . a total slack time of 130 hours. Figure II-4 (b) shows the schedules 
f·or the same p~oblem when the slack time is minimized. This makespan 
-·- ~----·--
---- -----
--'--c----" i~~~20-:hours--but~-the-,.-total ·s1a:cl{ ~fine~haSbeen ·reduced to 80 hours • 
-In general, -the minimize slack time objective Jn~y-be preferred __ -_ . l 
in a split or. short ..shift type shop where the operators o.f individual - -_ 
. " 
. 
. . . machines can punch out and-gq home".upon:completion Qf theirparti-
' 
. 





. in a-"shop where all.· operators work ij standard shift--:and must remain . . . . . . . "' ' . . .. 
u . ·- . " ' 
· E\t work ,·whether or not· their schedules are completed. It is! again· 
. -
rioted that -this paper· is concerned with the probl.em for which the . 
obj-~ctive is to minimize -~akespan and ·this discussion was provided 
• ."., ', ~ -•,.u·, • 
-~-------__ -_ -__ ·--·-
. 
- .- . ··_·.·,. 
... ·· ... -·~ :· . p 
·_"!·: 
. :_ (: .. : .. . -' 
' .... ..:----- ... 
-·- ... ----·- - ----- ' . ~ . 
· .. · . 
-.! • 
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JOB TIME MATRIX 
, 
MACHINE 
1 2 • • .. m 
1 xll Xl2 • .. • xlm 
2 x21 x22 • • • x2 . 
.m 
/ 
JOB • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
n X· xli2 • • • X .. ,;·. nl . nm 
where - time to job • x. . process l. lJ 
.._,· 
\ 
TECH MACHINE ORDER MATRIX 
PROCESS 
l .. 2 • • • ·•i. ·m 
1 .1 -,6 
• •• • 2 
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where .job i 
specified. 
must ,be p~ocess.ed. in the machine· order 
,,.---' .. _: -··----· .. - .. -----·-- ·" . 
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JOB START CONSTRAINTS 
MACHINE 
1 2 0 • 
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where· y .. = 1J earliest 
on machine j. 
~Qr no 
permitted start time .for 
constraint, yi.j,. = O. 
0 
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MACHINE START CONSTRAINTS 
. . 8 
MACHINE 
1 2- • • • m 
' 
•.• 'I_' .... 
. 
zl z2 • • • zm 
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---- :whe:re zj.· = -~arliest permitted start tline:for any 
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Solution 1 • • 
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·_ Minimum Makes pan ·Solution 
-FIGURE II-4(a) 
crob 1 
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Minimum Slack Time Solution 
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·_ I I, Io BACKGROUND · 




For the mult:l...;machine scheduling problem, Byrne5 indicates that 
two questions mu~.t·immediately be considered: 
· 1. Must all jobs use the machines in the same order? 
2. · If so, must all ·the· machines -do the jobs in the same order? 
.. 








-.- :- po.,th answers_.were affirmative. Th:i.s case· has received more study. pri-
because it is simpler and because for -cert a~!!- pi-oQ:J.e_ms ___ ( i~._e_._ 
~ 
. 
. "{. ,, . -t·ne flow~.shop. problem) i-t is mor·e realistic. Also note that Johnso~14 · 
. 
. 
. ) . 
. has .. shown for the two and . t·hree machine problem· that if the jobs are 
to use the ·machines -in ·tner same order nothing is to be. gained by • i .• 
permitt,ing job_ passing. 
.···, 
. -Seve:r,al papers· have t'reat.ed the no-passing c-ase where all· jobs. l .. 
. ., .. 
' 
.are indivisible and have th~ same technological machine order using . . 
·-; - __ ,., .• ,...- --a. 
. · strictly· the branch-and-bound tech:nique'. Notab~e , amQng them are . . 
on t·he three ·machine problem." - Brown and Lomnicki 4 extended the tre~t-.. , 
- ·ment of-' the problem from tbree to ._M ·machines. 
;__ --~---· ~-----· 
.For· the ·M machine problem minimizing makespa-n w.~th · passing per-) 
mitted, there is ·very little published work· and, in fact, only one em-
. ployi~g ;a ·.stric-tly ·branch-·and-l:;)ound approach. Brooks and. White3 pro-
this · single·- work.·_ Their technique, as all others, considers the 
problem in the'.form of a tree where eacli branch descending from a node 
















~ -·~ . 
14 
a particular point in time ... 
1 
The s.election of· a b~anch i.s based on ---:~: ___ _ 
determining the minimum value of a lower 'bound for ·the, maximum make-
. span for each of ·the possible branches o · The bounds discussed are: ( 1) -· 
. 
- -· .- - ·---
. the earliest·- t.ime at which a job could. possibly· start on its next un-
scheduled operation plus the sum of processing_ times of all the un------- ··-; -! . 
. scheduled operations on the· job .and (2) the- ear.liest time at which· a 
job could possibly start on its next unscheduled operation plus the· 
sum of. tlie unscheduled jobs_ which: require. this machine. Take. as a 
., . ~ . 
' following sections contain additi_onal :discussions and~esc_r.i_p.tions __ -~-
' 
· the branch-and-bound method. · 
·Greenberg10 provides a mixed integer formulation modified by 
· branch-and-bound procedure. for the ·general pa-ssing -problem. ·· However, 
. the number of constraints in his system for·- minimizing makespan builds. 
. 
-
. from (nm) to !a maximum possible· of (m) x (2n-l) with (nm+l) ·variables.· I . . 
Greenber.g~~ s statement t-haf-- the· technique "appears to be .computationall_y · 
.- \-~ . 
. 
for sma!ler' problems only" was ~ubstantiated · in his experi-. 
simple problem of scheduling three jobs; __ ,,through two 
the solutions to 19 L. P. problems a_nd 143 seconds 
- ----· ·----------~ .·---~- .. 
• !l • 
Another technique for attackin·g the job ·shop. problem is the 






. " · solution, by applying cert-ain rules of thumb; · · These rules, 
there .are a · large number; have ar~sen from f:3_xperience and intui ti.on., 
. Al though the adeci.u~cy of· this method depends on -the consistency 
problems, it is the cinly way that has been found to obtain 
. \ ·v 
-----·- -· .... n......, __ ·-------·--- -··-------·-·- -···-·· ----- ···--
. ' 
-- - .-.-r , . ~ .... -..------ - -









·~-~ ----~-·-·-···----·· ·~-·~---~~~- -· -----·---·----- ==--=m:; - , ==--~L g 
--




. ;:._ - j-
s olut ions for many realistic problems. Conway,.et. al. 6 has comp~led 
.. •· · , tables for most heuristic methods ·which indicate their relative effec- · --- ·-. ---- ...... -- .... ·-·-···"'- --·--·- - . . ' .. . .. . . -· .... -- -· ........ " 
tiveness for particular problem types. 
Branch-and-Bound 
J 
Lawler ·and Wood17 have provided a comprehensive survey- of the 
branch-and-bound literature that need not. be repeatedA,,Jlere. However, 
w.•~:.:;,:<-
I . 
· f i 
I 
l their English description of the t~chnique is particularly succinct.and 
' j
. . ·--. ·--- --.. ,· -· ----·· -·--· ···I~. 
· · ·states that "br_anching~a~d-boundiµg is an intelligently structured 
I·.· . 
. 
-~--------~-----' -~------- ----~-- -- ------.---f-·" ~ -··-···---------- ______ .. ________ . se.arch-of-the space -of·-all· feasible ·s't>lutfons: -·-Most ·comn1on·i-y;-'th.e· s·pace · . (. '< 




. \, ~ of all 'feasibl.e' solutions is .repea~edi.y: ~artition_ftd_int .. <;>-snialle:r~-nd-- __;~~-"----.-
,.,. 
· smaller subsets, and· a· lower bound (in the case of minimization) ·is 
~alculated for the cost of the solutions wit~in each subset; After 
each partit-:i:oiling,··t.hose subsets with a lower bound that exceeds the ' ' . 
. 
' 
.. cost of · a known feasible solution· ·are. excluded f,rom all further par- . 
. titionings. · . The partit.ioning continues until a feasible solution is 
. . . ,_: ' ' . . . ' . ., i' .found such . that its· cost is no greater than : the bound for any subset. . .. · .. ··. 
~· ~~,. -
, .. · • . 
.. /' Byrne~ indicates that to be: -~ble to use branch-and-bound, tw<>· . \ 
. •' ..... · -~' . ; ·.. ' r~quirements must be met: 
~ 
· 1. It must be possible to express· all possible strategies .. 
p 
· .conceptually i-ti-.. ·a··spanning,: tree structure ... ··· 
·' ,.,,.. ·-




. 'node of · t.he tree where this lower bound is the c·ost. of -any· 
d!. __ r: . 
.. , · ... '-'._:,;,} .·· 
·. strategy' which passes through the node. 
" 
···-··-- -·-···-·-·' ·---· -···. 
'' i ' 
.,~ ·. <>: -
.. . - . ~ While these ~re the only ·requirements, the· branch-and-bound technique · 
J • t •. 
.. - .... 
. ,: . 
.. 
: : '::..J.=.:· ,· --- ·---··-··- -· •. 
.·· .• 1~·-,-.. ·~--~·;,._. ..will conyerge efficiently only if the lower bounds calculated are· 
. reasonably 'close to the actual values of. the'. cost.' 
J C; 
•I, 
·\' .... ,.,:··-· .. 
' ., 
. ' 
_.,--.--•·-····••·•-"-·•--v--·•·• ·._: ·",· ... ···:.·:1·'· .·' -, . ,· ' 
• ,·,•' ' ,,· ': ",.'~ C I A LU CZE.ik&Mf =: n 
. ' 
" 
•-·-.~· ·~--· ......... -- -·- ··-·-- --··---~ -····-~-----·-· 
-··· --------·-- ... 
• ••u.•-·•-·--··-•·--• --·-···----···------·---·- . . ' ' .. 
16 
A simpl~ spanning tree for . scheduling three jobs (A, .B,, and C) 
through a single facility is shown in Figure !II-1 for. illustrative 
·purposes. In general , for N jobs the. branch from the root node, U, 
. generates. N nodes wi.th e .. ach node corresp.onding to each of tb.e jobs 
as first in the solution. ·From each of these nodes emanates a branch 
whic.h has (N-1)· nodes ·which 'correspond to the second job being,. added to 
.. the schedule. Branching·may continue· until. the (n!) final nodes are• 
.. 





---The---branch-·and--bound-----t-eclin_f.:cfue is---c~ncerned with ·the so1ution: of 
a ·combinator1·a1 problem. A combinatorial p_roblem is ol'le-'--in .wh-i-e~-is--........ _ --,------'~-......C.-~ 
crete numerical values are ~ssigned to _the finite set, x; in such a way .. ·.··. 
' . 
· as to satisfy a -set ·of. constraints· and·- to ·mini·mize_ some ob.jectiVe. 
. 
. 
. function, Z(x)·-~ ~-A:gi~1 has de.fined .. the algorithm e111ploying t-he branch-
·. and~bound method. 
() 
However, a statement·· of the problem and certain pre- ... 
lim~nary definitions are required as a basis for his general ··definition . 
. Her.e, as in most de~criptions in the literature, the pro·blem to be_dis- · 
. rt· 
,• 
. " cus$ed will be the traveling salesman Ptoblem treated by Li. ttle, ·. ·. ¥? .. 
. 
. ' 18 
' et~ al •... 
" ' ·.··-······-. . ------,---
·consi~er assignJ~g.0-,or. l t:o..the V8-_~-i~bles·:-x·= iij :for the objectiv~_· 
. . --- ..... " ..: .. :.·.-1 .. 
·- .... 
. ·:. ·->···--function 
" .. .........: .. -- ·-·-··--·.. -
'J . . : 
•• 1·\,• 
-·--;"'··--- -·· ..... 
. . ; 
-·~.·· 
-~a-minimize Z(X) ·_ = E cijX1J 
ij ... 
= 1 , 2 , • • · •. , n) ~--. (i,.j 
.- ,, . ., ..... -.• 'W"' .. ,.,~ 
... ,(. -· ',. 
-~here cij is ·the cost. associated- with t-raveiing-
1
f!9om· city (i) to .city ·(j) ··. ·· 
·~· - ~ 
.. 
. , ·,} ------- - and where X· • · is one if. the· ·:salesman travels. ·from city ( i) to city (.j) 1] 
& or -zero otherwis~. 
-,, 
Next consider the follow,ing definitions: 
···1 ' . 
~__,. . 
..1 .. J· 
i \ FeasilJle Solution:. An assignment of numerica1 values to the set I 
.:::,, 
) . <P ' 
·-··--·------~--.---.. --·-- ··--·· -------·· -····-· . 
. ' 
... 
. . . 
.. 























of variables X that satisfies all the constraints 
. of the problemo 
_-:S: ·A·particular·feasible solution to the combina-· 




· o:· . 0 = _{.s} the- complete solution space for the· 
combinatorfal problem. 
·.· ··s. :-·_ A subset of - {2 .• 
•. '. - ]. . . . - . ,: 
'. '. . 
-·-··· ' 
·c·.---, . 
-Partition -of o··: The--·exhaus1:ive divfsi·on of ·n into disjoint ·sub~. ____ _ 
... -··-··-·--· --~-
. . ; ,- . . 
. 
. 
- -sets s1 ,s2 -, ••.. ·,Sn. _-
--~--------'-----'-c----------'c-"-
~__.:__.:...:~~~-~-'----'--------B_r~_-··a:nching~ __ The~, __ proce:s-5 ___ o:L_p_artiX-LOning~-Sl~-i-nte-m -di-sj-oci-n~~ -
. . .P 
. 
. ' i .. ' J .. -__ . 
.. s_ubsets_ Sil, si2 , ..• , e·im such fhat . . 
-~ 











. ' . 
place.· 
. ~ 
. . . ,· ...... 
· -Final Node: An intermediat~ nodf! w.hich coi1-s:1..sts of a- s-ingle 
,., .. , .. , ., 
. 
. ' 
, ... -.S(k): - The subs'et S t:n·rep:iies,ented by. the node k . . :. . . .,. 
,._ ... :· ' . ·C:L(k):··A- lower bound· on- the value_of· the obje·cfive·func-
tion for all· sol tit ions ·associated Wfth node k . 
From the· ·st·atement· of the problem -and. these fundamental definitions, 
--~--.-
- _ .Agin1 defines· the. branch-and-bound ~1gGrithm, · in general, as "A set 







~-·· .. \t . 
~~: ' 






.· .- . 
. __ ___,_ __ ,, ____ __:_---'----, 
-- .•.... ~ .. -~-" .. ···- --- --·-----· ~ .. -., ..... 
.... -.- ._, __ ,.:..,· -- . .--.. - ~-.._:__~-~·-::.'., ... -..:. --~·,-:····· -· __ - .of _rules for: .. 
. i, . 
..:.;_7_.,._ '' --· 
. ', ·"' 
- . ·,..-;"'"'" . 
. 
. 
. ' . 
. . 
. l. branching .from :Q9ges to -:new nodes·,'. - · - __ • ~ ... _.,.c~ 
· 2:~ ·«:lete·rmJ.ning lower- bounds for the new nodes; - - -- -
. ~ 
. 3. · choosing an intermediate node :from· which to" branch next, · 
4. recognizing when a -node ·contains only infeasible or non-optimal ---• 
solutions,_ and 
I • 
















:::-X:O:O'z~ I J b::;a 
recognizing :when 





final node contains an optimal solution.,., 
noted · th.at the branching characteristic 
provides for the complete enumeration of all possible solutions and 
_ the_ boup.ding .chart1cteristic provides ,the me.ans for re.cognizing an 
-optimum solution prior to qomplete enumeration .. Therefore, the algorithm 
must solve the combinatorial problem ..... since the solution space is finite. 
-~ . _('~_ 
-~-----~~-------
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IV" · llllATHEMATICAL ,'FORMULATION;,. 
This section is concerned with the development of the mathema-
'~ 
·' tical relationships and equations employed in the computational proce-
dure for solving the_job snop ,problemo Essentially this development 
c.,, . 
can be categorized into four area,s;. ini tial·izing the procedure, de~ .. 
termining lower bounds, updating after scheduling decisions, and de-
. terminlng which machine to schedule next·. These toplcs are -treat.ed 
II 
. I .. 
--·------------------~;--individua1-1·y·-be-1·ow/''--· · ·.·· ... · ·_. --- ·· -.... -. -_ ·.- ----- .. ·· -·- ... ----- ----
' .'' 
·-·- ' ' - . 
, .. t . 
;:, 
!:I . ·. .· .·. f ., .··· . 
iJ 
,'! 




--~-,-., ~--~~-. _---;- ---
For the problem descr.ibed in Sections I and· II, there can be con-
.. ,..,,~~ ...... ···~ 
.. 
structed a three-column, (m x·n)-row matrix as shown in Figure lV-1. 
. The a ... -in the first column represents the earliest . possi"ble time that 
_·. . 1J .. 
job i will be available for scheduling on machine j-; the x .. in th.e· , 1J 
··second column is the. pr.ocessing time for job i. oil machine· j; and~ the 
• I • 
• . 
, •- bij in the. l?st columri is. the total· processing time required by job 
• 
·i ~fter completion on machine. j ~.-·.~· . 
. . . . . . 
. ~·--·-·····-·-.....S.,··· . ·-· ... ·. 




·- -. ~ ~ . 
· .. ·• . . ·_ 
.· ·· ... _::_'_ - .,: 
...... 
(2)· - E b .. =. x~ l.J. . . 1h·. 
- h . -
:. .. 
-
. _ _. ____ . ____ --;----:-------.,......'....·-. 
where· 
:-~--. . . .. . ' . . ·.-,, ... 
'.·· - -, .... -~ · ___ .. : .. ----· .>· .. _:·,.~~-- ·:: 
·i = _1,2, •••. ,n; · 
. • 'I. . 
-....... _,., 
.· \ 
· k si)ans all machines required by job i prior· to· processing. on·· 
· machine j , and 
·.-.. 
·'}, 
0 • \ 
I . . 
.·_ ..... ·., ~-- ' ---:-~-----~",·-~:,····,. , ... -·· ·-·,•-. •--·· 
. . "-·-·\ 
...... ,~.,~., ...,_ .... -·, __ -.' · .. ' 







.,,. ~·~-----~-~--· --.,i~--0·--; .-----;:::::::;.:.;;.:_;;,..,.....,..~-a.-.-"'",-'-; . .._..l..h~· ---~·· ~~=---.·;.; -~---~1111--·--·---·-- ---·-· 










' h spans all machines require¢a by jQb i after completion on 
machine j o · 
The x .. , y .... , and z. are obtained directly from the job time matrix 1J l.J - - .J 
. and the. constraint mat~s formulated in Figures II.;...l and II-2, 
, 
-- Determining Lower Bounds -
From the information contained in the matrix of Figure IV-:,l there 
. 
. 
.. ···/· .. · 
,~~·L _____ -
can be determined a· lower bound associated with the selection of a 
particular job as . first to enter the . schedule at a .. given machihe. /I , · ········· · ·· · 
Essentially, the determination of a value for the lower bound an£wers 
a q U8S ti on C onc_e_r_ning_ _ :__the-Objecct'lve func~on~-Si:U-CEf 't:li~c.O]:f'~i '\10 .. . .--------------- ---
,..I 
.. function is to minimize- makespa_n, the question is: What is the 
earliest~possible time that all jobs can be complete. on all machines. 
if at this point in time job i ·is scheduled as f · st on ·machine j? 
Note~that the above discussio~' is applicabLso for determining· a 





the matrix in Figure IV-1 has been __ ~!li ably updated to account for any 
. - - -. i . known par-t ial schedule. 
···-
-
. There ·are actually three ·bounds which can ·be determined in answering 
the question. _ The first bound is the fairly obvious one that is simply 
the total time to process job i · throu_gh all machines. -- That is, - -· 
(3) 1st bound = a ·J· + x. . +. b1· J.-- ._ 1· _. 1J 
. . 
The second· ·bound, not ·so obvious,· is. the· time required_ t"o .Process job.--
,, 
. i _through machine j _plus the time of the -job with the longest proces-








... -. .:.... 
. - . 
··-----······-------· 
' 
.,:.. .... sing requirem~nts that· would be scheduled on machine j after· job i. · · /'' 
This ·bound assumes that the next best str~t_egy for machine j after -
·. scheduling job i ·is to schedule that job with the longest remaining 






--·-- -· - ---~-------c 
. I. 
. --- " --- . __ .. _..:..~.,.----
. ,/ .·. 





~--- time requ~r~iy~nt. The second bound may be stated mathematically as 
I 
. I' 
. _(4) · 2nd bound -
n 






. job all ready in sequence at 
· ma chi nus J. 
The third bound is the time requi:red to process .job· i through machine · 
. 
.~ 
. j. plus the time to process all other jobs not yet in the sequence on 
I 
) 














------------ ________ ......., __ - ----~ ---'---:--··----;--
. ------- ---· ------ --
-------------- -
" 
completion on machine j. ·· The last· element assumes· that the job· with •. . - . 
·th~ minimum subsequent time · requirement is last in t_lJ,e seq.ue.nc..ee__i;la_l,.t_______:_-~-~-'-:------c-~· 
machine j; The equation for .the third bound is 
n-'- - • 




+ Min {bltj } , 
h=1 . · 
h~i 
k,h ./;·job a1ready · iri sequence 'at machine j_. 
. 
. The· lowe-r bound associated __ witll the, strategy .of selecting a par- . 
ticular .job as. next in the Efequence at a given machine can be no less 
· than the max_imum value .of the boundibg,, equati. ons. The lower· bound so . . ·' . ' . . --- ........ 
~-------, ......... 't. 
·-, . 
. 
'-..,,. calculated will be designat~d ··as a ·"seconda:ry--,lower ~ound." The complex 
. l\ 
' ·,"'·~-
equation for the secondary lower 'bound ·1n its simplified form is 
. -_--. c·-· > 
. 6 
. LB~~) = Max·{ E(l . ( 3) , . Eq. ( 4) , · Eq . ( 5) l.: ... . 






.. ; ,,' 
j'.• . 
_____ The branchirig ___ "eitrategy to be utilized he~e is to ·select as the job 
·. to be scheduled at· iteration (P) · that which corresponds to the minimum -· ~ . 
. 
LB2~~). It is observed that at cert·ain iterations tile value of the •' lJ 
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one ·1or more of the previous iterations o That is, the value of the 
' 
minimum ·secondary lower bound is not necessarily an increasing or even· 
a constant functiono Since the procedure must eventually use a search 
some lower bound to prove ·optimality and since it is desirable that 
such- a search be intelligently structured, a "primary lower b·ound" is 
also defined for each job. The primary lower bound will be design_ated ,,1;~._.,.,,·... ~~ 
·. LB1i~) and wili be an increaging functlon. This is assured ··by the 
· f ollow,ing equations-: 
----- --- ·--------~-- ~----
·(7) . . {' . {p-1) }' MINLB1 - ·- Min . LBl. . . , 
• 
- 1.J . . 
- 1 .. 
.-··· 
{ 
(p) . . } Max LB2ij , MIN:LB1,. 
where· MINLB1 is· the minimum primary_· lower bound from· tµe· :previous 
.... , 
ation or zero if at the first iteration. 
In general, the secondary lower boun~ will· be· used tc> determine · 
· next job to· enter· a sequence at· a machine and ·the primary lower 
bounds will be searched for· values l~ss than ·the makespan of the last 
- solution obtained. · 
Updating ... 
- "'·-··· ·-
· As mentioned above the equations for determining lower bounds can 
be employed at. aI1;y iteration provided the first column, a_ .. , of Figure . 
- 1.J- - . -- -- . 
IV-1 is u_pdated prior to the· calculations. First .define a parameter, 
· ETj~- as the earliest time that machine j wt·ll .be ,available for ~ssign-_ · ' , ., r , ... •·•-·-·--·--·--· -·-··-- , . • 
-the next job ·to _its sequence. lni ti ally ·ET.· 1·s ~-~S.:i.gned the . 
. J 





__ ..,_:._ ___ ·.;-,·---- . 
. 
. . .I 
- - -----~-- ' ' . . ·-·--:=~"--









and :the updates m~y b,e complete based on this decision. These updated 




- · Max· { ET j · , ahj l · · __ • 
UP. DTE(j+l) = UP.· (j) hp DTEhp . + xhj 
• 




UPDTE(j ~~) - = UPDTE(j +n~l) + xh- . l hp , · J·+n--
-- -_ -.--- ----·~-- ···------- -· --- ··-;-· 
· where the index h span9- ~he range of all jobs not yet in the sequence 
·. - .at machine j, where j +k is ___ t_he;_next, te.chnol-og~iea-1-ly requi-red---ma-chrrie_· ___ · ~--~-- ·-_··· 
. for-job h aft.er completion on machine j+k-1, and wher.e-.-p-is the iter- .· 
at ion. number •.. 
-·- The actual value of aij to be -used in ·.computations fcir _.j_ob i at 
· _ machine ·.j .at any iteratio·n is· then 
. -(11) 
. aij _ ~ Max { aij, Max {UPDTE~j) J } · 
ca p . . 1p ... 
' -·l· . -
L 
which takes into account the possibility _oi: several updates prior _to 
.. ' 
.. ,' 





·~·····,.;-~~.-.~-::_~.:.-.- -------i_s_ delaying the job . 
. Determining Which Machine to Schedule 
' . 
.. -------·---·---·· Consider the fi-rs·t·-it.eration for a problem initialized as shown i.n • i '· -. --;--
l 
--
·Figure IV-1 ·ang assume there are no start constraints~ This iter.ation 
···is. concerned .with sqheduling the first job· on the first machine to 
· start running. :.: ... -· --· _.,... :,_ __ .....,::_ ... , ... ---,...:_,_ .: ..... The lower bounds c·an be computed for every job. at every _ 
·-machine. The· particular .job to be scheduled at a particular machine 
·· can then be detel'JPined from the minimum secondary lower bound indices. 
,'"i'"'""'""'"'·,-,., Subsequent sche<;luling · decisions would be made in the sa·me · manner after ef 
,. 
-·-----------·-
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/ . 
appropriate_ 1.1pdates with only the added requirement that · each . decision 
be feasible. The resulting first solution 'from this P.rocedure would b_e 
a si-ngle vector with double elements such as 
, .. ( 1 J 3) J ( 2 j 4) j ( 2 ' 3) J ( 1 J 4) ' 0 D e • . 
. . -1 
0 
· ·. wh·ere the first number of each-- element represents the job and the second 
number indicates the machine on which the job is scheduled. 
Next assume that a search of the primary lower bounds yi'elds a. 
-- ________ bound less .than the makespan for--the sol·ution--shown~·-ab·ove··-am:t--prtj-. -·----- - --- -··-··-···. -· . ,- .. , . . . ( . . ---· -- -
. 
\ 




. secution of this bound through additional branching dete:rmines that a 
. ··new-sol1ftion-lia-so1ily the - first two elements revers~d, . 
(2, 4) , ( 1 , 3) , (2, 3), ( 1, ~l, ... · 
. The new solution makespan ·can be n-o less- ,than the original· since this 
solution -:is redundant. There has been no change in the· schedule at 
any machine. Job 1 still precedes job ·2· on ma;chine 3 ·and , ... job· 2 still 
') . 
0 • precedes job 1 on machine 4.· _·Actually· a comparison of the generated 
·- -
. t bounds With the m~kespan at each iteration WOUld reSUl t i-ll .early ter- ·i 'I '"', .... .'_ 
·~ 
_ ~mina tion prior to obtaining the .second soluti.on;· but some computational 
·· time would have:'-been wasted·. · Theref.ore, ·:it is logica·l_ -~~at_ 9nly changes -.--. - . 
• . ··. to the sequences-at. a'·particular. machine be of concern. . . . ·,."-.._. - ; 
' ,· . 
From this __ di.scuss.ion· it ·f.ollows · that only. one machine should be · 
.. .. . 
· considereq for ~cheduli~g at each iteration· in order to avoid the 
. . . 
-,problem. This El°trategy wi~I also greatly reducer the number of-: nodes 
. ' 
generated-, or lower bounds calculated, at each iteration. Conway,· 
·. - . . . ··5. . . . . 
et.· al. observes. that the method of· selecting · the machine for schedu-
i 
l 
.ling is a "dis.patching procedure" and· discusses seve.ral possible pro-
-:• 0 
cedures. The method to be employed here is classified as If nondelay 
, I 
.·· 'il, 
.......... ·\···· .. .·  ....  •. · 
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' I. 
dispatchiiii' ~nd es~entially prescribes the scheduling of that machine 
which has the earliest possible starting time. This procedure is ex-
pressed mathematically, using symbology.previously def-ined, 
the .machine j that corresponds to 
(12) 
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· V. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
This section contains the step-by-step procedure to be used fn 
; . 
solving simple problems with hand calculations and describes the com ... · 
· puter programs required for larger problems. Auxiliary programs em-
. p.loyed in evaluation of the algorithm are also discussed.·· 
The Algorithm 
The step-by-step computational procedure is shown below. D.is--
. cussion concerning particular steps :fbllows tg.e __ p~QGe_d_ure_. _________ · ____ · --~"'--7--'--~ - - -·------------------------ ·--------:~·::=-:-_--::-:- .. ·---··___;_. _____ . ---- _________ ...:_ _____ ;-:·_---..... .,..-----,----:;----_.--~-~-----------·-------- ··----- ' . ----·--------~-~. --
. . 
.. . 
. .... -~,:-·- ~ 
'· 
Step 1: State the problem as illustrated in Figure II-1 and · 
----------- ---------- ____ : _____ , __ . __ -- --I I ...... 2 .-- - -- ------- ---------~ -- -- - --------·-----·---------- -------
Step 2: 
. . 
____ · ·----·, · .. '. 
·. - Step ·3: 
(a) Initialize the 'fuininium primary lower bound ,MINLBl=O. · 
(b) Initiali.ze the makespan to a value for .a,.:.known 
. ·. 
solution or infinity, MKSPN =°" a . 
· · (c) Init.ialize an update matrix to zero,· UPDTE(j) = 0 . ip 
------· for i ·= 1, •· .• >-n, p -= 1, ••• , mri.-1, and j - · 1, . ,; ~ ,mil 
Formulate the'··prqblem as illustrated in Figure IV:_l . 
. __ - ------------· ··-·; -· 
·¥·······-------·---·'•'•- ·-----
' - ._ .- :: .. ··~- '.,·- .. -.... 
-~ . 
. ...., using :·equations ( 1) and . (2) · and the matrices of Step ·1 •. · 
--··-··-----· -----------;··-- . 
•· Go t·o . Step 5 • 
f-
l 
. . - _ . Step 4(p):. Refo!inulate the problem· as .. illust.rated.-in Figure IV-1 __ ~_ -"-1 __ ·_ ._ '- . 
.. ----~ ' - . 
·, 
;,-using equation. ( 11) to obta..!_!! ___ :~tb.~- nJ~W a ...•.. l.J 
Step 5CP): Determine the machine ·to be scheduled using equation 
!ll!t"""''r:,J 
..... ---· --~-' ·-----:---·~-- ---· •-
. - ~- ~ - - - - ,___,~-- - -- (12). .. - . . In the.- event ·o_f.'" a. tie.,· use the machine corres--~--------
. . . 
. ponding to the first minirp.um: obta:t.ned for equation (12). 
- - ··-~__:..-•,-•·•-:---•••··--..•-. ·• .. ---r ·;·: • ;_· 
. . . 
. ~ .. ·• . . 
- -· ~ ...... 
. . 
·IJt,. . J' 
. -~ .. · -
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29 
Step a<P) ·: · Co~pute the secondary _lower bounds for all jobs not 
in the sequence using equations (3), (4), (5), and 
( 6). Set the secondary lower bound for jobs already 
in the seqtience to infinity. 




• t • • 
,, Step ~(p): Compute the minimum primary lower bound, MlNLBl, using 
equat:ion (8) . 








---·---~----· -·-····-----'-· . . · .- --. - ~~ep · 9 ( p) : 
.If. MINLBl~ MKSPN, go to Step 15. 
-----~~-·---· 
:.. .. L.. 
, I 
·.~·. 
-- ---:;·--·-----··· ~-- -- . --- --- -- ·-; -
.. ; 
. -- -
. . Step ·1Q(p): Determine the minimum secondary lower bound and sched~le 
the corresponding job. .Set t·he minimum ·secondary lower 
bound· and· corres.ponding ·. primary lowe:r bound to in~ 
finity~_ ·. 




go .. toStep 14.'"otherwise, go to Step 12<P). ~ 
. 1. - ,· ( ) 
. 
Step 12 P .:· Compute ETj and entries for update matrix' using 
.... 
..equations (10) and ... (11). . 
Step 13 ( p): Check feasibility. · Increment iteration index, p =· 
------ - -------
-----------
. p+l. l:f the schedulf:Jg_, __ jQp_ h.a-s already been added to •• ----------------·-r-:•--- . - ' --- -------~-L--•-•o --••• • • 0 





. . ' , 
. ·. ··------~ .. -,._ ·;·._ ~-. . 
·\ . 
- the sequence at the previous·1y required. technol~g1cal 
machine, go to Step 4 ( p) . Otherwise, go to Step 18. 
Set MKSPN = MINLB1. 
Decrement iteration index, p = p.~ 1. ·. 
L; 
. If p = O, go to Step 19. · Otherwise, ·.go to Step 16~ 
., .. ·.... ' 
. , _.-, . ' . 





















Erase all upd-at~·; for iteration p. . That is, UPDTE~.j) ip 
Search primary .lower bounds at iteration p ... 
J 
= o. 
If LBl~~)< 1VlKSPN, go to Step' lO(p) ~ Otherwise, go to ·step 15. l..J . 
Force schedule the previously required technological machine. 
Compute the lower Qounds at the required machine for job 
being force·d using equattons (7) and (8). Set all other · 
bounds to infinity. Go to Step 1o<P) •. 
·· Step 19: 
---~-~·-- . ---- · .. - ----''----,--· -----




. --'-·. ____ --·- ~n -~1:-~P _2( b) ·- the . value---of MKSPN .for ---a,---known~"s-olution",-- no -matter how 
·obtained, j:s preferred .. The· algorithm i_~- then-:-iinmediately·t:onqerne~d 
. ~ . ' 
. ·.with f_inding an iillproved solution, if one exists·, instead of generating .; . 




. , . 
-In Step .5 the ·criterion· .for_· brealcing .ties. is an .. arbitrary procedure. . . '.- . . -
-
-
-Consider t!l~ first iteration of a problem. There may be several jobs ••. 
q 
ready to st,art 'at ti.me .zero simultaneously on different machines and · . . . 
-:------\. - .·. · .. these machines are the first te,c'hnologically required for these jobs .. 
. 
' Therefore, regardless of which mach,ine is scheduled first, one of the 
·-------··-· -.-· ( 
other machines .:.with a j·ob ready for its first processing· will immediately . ',.. 
· · fQllow ,_ -and so on. . This -is because the minimum value obtained from 
_ .. .:......----··--. __ ,. __ - ··-· . 
-- ~--- --! 
-.. ----- -- .--~------·-- -
. -- ' equatiori--'(-12) cannot . increase until all machi'nes corresponding to \his 
minimum·have beeri scheduled. 
------~--- -· 
ln Step 10 tnere may be more than.one·se~ondary.lower-bound tied. 
for the· minimum value. . T~ere- is Iio criterion for breaking these ties . ; i 
....... : .. 
and, generally, the first minimum is selected. Prosecution of the 
other possible decisiqns, is reserved until the se.arch of the primary 
. "' 
-.---,•·· .. 
,· r::::-· .... 
·)···.·.···· .. ··· ... · . . 
.. . I. 
. 
. . 
. . ,·. '. ' 
., 
. ,', ~· -' ' '. ,'• - . ·-·.· .. ---·· -·-----·- ------···' --.---· ------ -· .. - .------.. . . --~- .-···. ··, ~-----. -·· 
. -·-· .. --·- ;· -····. ·········~·-· . --·-"" .. 















- . . 
-~ lower b'c>unds indicates further branching is -requlred from a given 
iterationo 
-, Steps 13 and 18 ar~provided to·assure that only feasible sched-.,.,. 
·ules are generat.ed. At a particular iteration the decision to schedule 
. .. 
. 
a jo,b is ~ased on the minimum secondary lower -bound -only and without 
regard to feasibility. Theref.ore, St·eps 13 and 18 assure that any 
decision. ~t any iteration will be eve~tually, if not immediately·,· I, 
'~~-
. ~ 
. ·_ --~ -· 
• I .• feas iple. I". • .• 
------------ ---
------- r-- ..... ... --- -- -
- "" 
- ------------ · __ ... _____ -·.,~----------------:, ··c-·------., - - -- -
---- ----------
-----------"' 








the Spanning tree for the sol-ution -is ~hown in ~-J;""e A..._l •. Fi.gure" 
-~ II-4{-a) Coritains the. Gantt· chart for the solution. Th~rocedllre 
. could have, bel:m tel'lllinated early f~ the sample since· at s:~,{) it is 
- / . ; . "' :. apparent that only one job remains to be added to the sequence· a 
- . 
each machine. -.Howev..e.r,· the -procedure· is carried to completion in. 
.... 
. .:. 
· order to obtain a makespan and for demonstrative purposes.~ 
The Computer_Programs 
.. -l 




,-· ... ' .. 
_.·_ 360/50 and virtually. the ~atne step-by-step procedure prE:!vious~y des-: ~~ __ ·. · 




included. For instance, the matrix described in.Figure IV-1 ha~_been 
· changed to a three dimensional matrix to facilitate the handling. of 
indice.~. Other modifications have been made which are primar:i.ly_in~ 
,, 
tended to accelerate· the search operation~., These modificati.ons are 
concerned with the ordering .of ___ particular operations and s·torage methods 
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32 
I Included in the-program .is a nclock" which provides-elapsed time 
in hundredths of seconds to each ~olutiono_ The clock,is written in 
the Basic Assembly Language and is called as a subroutine by th~,. main 
programo Two additional clocks are provid_ed in the form of counters. 1 
- One ... counter keeps track of the number of node~ generated ( i .. e. lower 
bounds calculated) . The second counter "is on the number ,f branches 
pursued (i.e. nodes investigated or decisions made). These three 
clocks provide the data on which the results.discussed-in later sec-
tions are based. 
g:r~m and Appendix C contains the ·'coded 'FORTRAN · listin_g. The li,sting 
is broken into "blocks with app~pp_riate comments and, these blocks 
correspond to the elements of the flow di.agram. Routines· that have __ 
been coded in support,;./of th·e main program,, such as joo-set g.ene·rators 
and the elapsed time ciock, .are not listed. 
.. 
-
, ... -._:_-~~~----~---- The program as currently ~esigned·requires approximately 380,000-
·--· --·--·-
--· 
bytes of core memory and will schedule up to 40 jobs through .. -10 machines. 
The job-set size, however, may be v·a.ried by modification of---the program 
-_ dimensions ·cards--w·i thin the limits·. of the capEtcity· of a particular-
machine.- " -
··--·----·---, _----· 
. . . . . 
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VIo COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
Performance Test on the Computer Program 
Before attempting to collect any. co~putat ional data on. the com-
puter program written for the ~lgorit~m it was first necessary to 
verif-y that the program was performing as intended. Five tests were 
/J devised and performed in the computer laboratory to validate the 
. program. These tests consisted of: 
-- .::; . 
1. Verifying that the program could enumerate all f~asible 
solutions ~or. a problem, 
the program.was indeed the minimum of all feasible ~Ql~tions1 
3. Verifying that the solution obtained is independent of machine . . , •... ····:· -.-·-. 
. 
-
.. number '"designations provided only that the, designations are 
· a per~utation of. the sequence beginning with one, · 
Verifyi_ng. that the provision for machine start cons.trafnts 
·_ properly operates, a·nd · 
:...:.·.-. -
' '5. Verifying that the provision for. j.·<>b · s_tar·t _ c_onstraints 
properly operates.: 
, 
-For the first test the upper-bound-reset instruction -was re-,.;;. ' 
.,- .. · 
-· --,--·- --- ___ -.: ~ ......... ·.,...,. -·-- . 
' ····------ .------------;--.'... ~~---··-----
-- ~ ~- moved -from the· program. - .This instruct ion -is .number -389 in _the listing - -
. . -- . 
in Appendix C. Several proble·~s for which the number of' feasitile · 
~ 
-- - ---·-·----·--··--"··-·-··· 
_solutio11:s .had· prev~ously-been determined we-re· then----solved :using the·· 
• - -modified program. · All constraints were set to zero so that feasi-
. .'.ll'J.'·J ,~,t/J •',1/·; ·"; 1 
bility was dependent only_ on the required- techn·qlogical machine orders 
for the jobs. The problems included some which had the same tech-· 
' 
,,1s:v.r)'' ,, t' 
-nological machine· order for all __ joos (flow~shop requirement) and some -
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which had varying machine orders among the jobs.~ For each problem 
. . 
run, the modified program provided all feasible solutions and thus 
verified the program's enumeration capability. 
""h i e second test consisted of returning instruction number 389 
to the pr·ogram and then running ·again the same problems used 'in· the 
first test. Verification that the solution obt.ained was the minimum 
., .. , •. ,,,.,,,.,. ' .. · •. _.~':•!,• ,, 
was made by checki11g the· solution against the enumerated feasible 
solutions. 
. 
. ·- .... - -·· 









~~-····. .. I' l . ' • . . . . • - . ---·-·-------·····--··'-:--·-:-·---. _·-··· .. - ... -
. -· --
I .. 
.. : ___ ..,._, 
t 
. ., 
For the third test, it_ -was first noted that there are ··m: w2;1ys · ! 
. · . · in· which the machines can be ·numbered·~ Next ; ···· two 3-machine p_r~obl-.e..u.1m~s~···~--"--'-~~--t-111 
were formulated in th~~r 6 possible w~y~ ._ and a 4-machine problem was • -
J, -- • ,,, 
-~' 
· formulated 24 w-ays. ·. All formulations were then. solved by,, the program 
., 
and · the solutions compared :for the respective problems. For each 
_:"o>' '. 
,"·-,~~· .· problem, the solution· sequences and makespans obtained 'were. identical'. 
for all -formulations with only the machine nu111bers transformed·. 
The fourth test consisted of. solving first several unconstrained. 
problems ···and then solving the same problems with all machine starts 
delayed the -sa01e amount. · The solution sequences· .fo~ the second run 
. were id~E~ical to the :first and all machine final times. were delayed 
. 
. 
an amount equal to the constraint as expected •. · 
..... !.__~---~-----·--··•·---·-- .a-• ·-. 
-
The fifth test was similar to ·the· fourth. A constant· st~rt . 
. . ___ :.-. _ _;_. 
.--···-··-· / 
. . j"/. 
··-- - c• 
. • . 
. . . 
• .~onsf~a-int :for all jobs w~_f,_ . f;j1!1P!°-Yed for the second run after ob~-----
-.·--.-. 
. -
tai.ning unconstrained i'niti'al solutions" The results were . also_ as · · 
found in the. fourth test. 
Al though these tests. wer,e primarily intended to· validate. the. 
computer pri>gram, they were · initially. va1u·able in· the deyelopment 
. ' 
,• -·•-·-... ' ·"' 
. __ , -.~ --~ 
· .. ~) 
.:·.:··- .. -·- ' ' ' ' . ' . : 
" .. ' ' . 
. ·'.-;. • ···•·---•···-··---. --•••-, ····--·····--·-- .--.~------· .. --~-~-·------·----·----:---... ----~--~-·~a., . ..--,-.-.. ~ ' ·.' ---.-~ 
. 
' 

















and debugging of particular segments and versions of the main r.ou-
tineo The program listed in Appendix C represents approximately the 
tenth generation in the deyelopment of the routineo Earlier versions 
were abandoned because of inefficient coding or failure ·to pass all 
\ 




"The amount of diff.iculty in· solving a problem depends on :t·he ·-; 
' <. particular parameters of the problem and cannot b~<predicted in • 
..> 
-
- - ----· - ··--··- •• 
5 advance." This statement by Byrne· is indicative of the conclusions· 
' 
natorial programming. Computing time and required computer memory· 
are, in general, . the measures for · difficulty.· ---- However, the comput·e~ · 
. . 
. 
memory requirements are cehainly bounded by the capacity of a parti;... 
· cular computer. ·Therefore, the discu·ssion·-~he,re+wirl be· limited. to -
providing some idea as to how computing time may vary for random .· · 
problems solved with the program listed in ·Appendix C. ---··--·-' __ : .: ... ' . -- . --- . - .. 
" 
Approxi~ately four .t:housand jobs were generated with the number 
of machines varying from three to nine. ·. The job time requirement · at 
·· each machine was generated from tlie uniform distribution with a range· 
'·.~ ...... ; .. -. -~.-,- ' .· 
of O to 99. The technological. machine order for each _job. was also ~ 
generated randomly. · As problem~ __ were assembled from these generated ' . 
. -- . --· . 
. jo.bs, no c- preconditioning of t~e jo~ set waf> attempted. However,- a 
--------~--~------·• .-c· check-was made to insure that all .. jobs did not coincidentally·have 
. the same technologiQcal machine order and that ·there were no large 
•" . 
subsets with the flow shop characteristic·.-
_- .,._,.,--•-··,I$•·• .. , ......... . 
-~.l 
• I 
: \ . 
• I 
. . . .l 
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:. -- •· ·~ ', ----~ . ---.. '." ~ ' 
·1 t. sqould be noted that the number of nodes on the branch-and-
bound tree for which l9wer bounds are calculated may also be used as a 
measure of difficultye For this algorithm the possible number of solu-
tions and nodes that may be generated is dependent on both the number 
of jobs jand the number of machines in a particu·lar problem. It may be 
recalled from the literature tha·t the amount of work increas,es drasti--
cally as more jobs are scheduled in the flow shop. problem because an . 
N job prolllem has N times as many ·possible. solut·ions as an N-1 j.ob 
.. ·problem. . For the job shop problem with passing permitt~_!!_1_!h_e_·"~a_m_o_u_n~t_· ----,-C--~~---.. 
-~- ------------ -- ------------~-
· of .work may literally explo~e as· more jobs and. machines are.· scheduled.· 
. ' . 
. . . ,, 
• For a given number of jobs the job shop problem has a minimum number 
\ 
. ·, > 
·of poss~:t>le solutions equal to the ·maximum number for the flow shop 
' 
· problem. As discussed in an earlier· sec;.tion, the maximum_ number of 
possible solutions ,may be· as high as the minimum raised to 9; power 
~ .. 
equal the number of machines-if a'.'il soluti-ons are feasible •. Therefore,· 
., 
, 
··for. the. job s,h~p an N __ jo.J? P.roblem has N times as many minimum possible 
------- : ~::s,olutions and up. to N11 _ti,mes ·as many maximum possible· solutions 'as an .. ···· 
N-1 job problem. An·M machine problem has .the same number. of minimum 
. __ ,_possible solutions and up to N! times ·as many· maximum pos-sible solu-
,-' ---· ----------,-----------·-··--· 
-
..... ---· ---... -----·---···--- .. - ... 
. . 
------------------~--
. _ tions as an M-1 machine_ problem •. ·· Fq.r·ther- examination shows· that the 
~ 
' ;__ 
number --of nodes that can possibly be gen·erated also· lies in an ex-
tremely wide range. _The--minimum numbe_r of nod-es g-enerated· would. be 
• . •. --.-- .. ,'N. 
·those ·-required to reach the, first feasible solution. For schedulfng· 
. 
. N jobs through M machines,'. this minimum is m(ri+l)n/2 nodes. The maxi-
. J(j 
; ,lil .-: 
" 
. . 
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• • _Q, (l 
.. driven to enumeration with .all solutions feasible is (n+n(n-1) + 
) ') m n(n-l)(n-2 + . o G + n. n o The above disctission. indicates the node 
increase as machines and jobs are increased. Observe that the proc-
essing time should increase .even ·faster because there will. be more 
calculations per node. 
· It seems reasonabl~ to -assume that as:·job and machine constraints 
are adde~J problems should be easier to.sblve. This is because vari-
· able priori ties are introduced .which· imply an order of importance and· 
.. 
exclude, certain schedules· as infeasible. When ·all jobs and· machines 
~__c..~--,---~ 
have equal cons.t~aints, no: priori ties are implied and f·easibili ty is 
0 determined only by the· technolo.gical · ~achlne o·rders for .. the jobs. 
experimental· problems solved for this :paper· all employ eqµal (zero) 
The 
. ' 
. " . 
. .. " ·. job and. machine start constraints. to p~ov-ide ~orst cas~ observations. 
IJ Al though an: optimum solu.tion for ·a -g:iven problem -may be obtained .. 
L.. 
. wi'th ·a minimum number. of nodes generated in a minimum of. computing .. 
. time, it should be .noted· that the ·branch-and-bound tree search may. re-
quire ·_the gene.ration and prosecution· ~of a much larger number_ of nodes 
to- prove optimali.ty. Figures .VI-l arid ·v1~2 show the node ranges for 
,/ . 
•'··;•, •- •"• -"T .. • •~- •"-' " 
· ·._··. __ ..__ · _· ___ p_!:Qven optimum solutions to th·ree and five job ·problems with .the---·nuniber 
I; .. 
;;;-·. 
·. of machines varying·· frc;,m three ·to nine·. · -Each range i_s that observed 
for ten .. probl_enis with the indicated dimensions.· Figures VI-3 and VI...;4 
...... -· .-· ·--·.--
. · ... show .the rang~s for the· same problem s·ets excluding nodes ge~erated 
. · •. , ...... ~. ' 
after the optimum solutions were obtained. These figures are repre-
~ 
· sen ta ti ve of · similar observations · for other problem sets with other 
0 
·' 
· "' · · · · ,'d··tmensions and the results indicate that the computing time required · 
.  . '';;t . 
; . 
r 
•• I) , •. •, 
38 
for the tree-searC!h proof of optimality is increasing faster than the 
computing time required to obtain the optimum solutionlD 
\-;i-
, ..~ .... ___ , __ )f!gure VI-5 shows the time ranges for· obtaining proven optimum 
solutionso Again,. each range is that observed for ten problems· with 
the indicated number of jobs and machines o It is apparent· that the , 
t·ime required for a part).cular problem is unpredictable and that the 




__ ,___ _ ·. ___ C--~----------:=~--for=larger .and more practical size problems, the comput-ing -time -to-ob---···· ---~-----~..:.. ____ _ 
-- r.' . 
tain and prove an ppt~mum solution becomes prohibitive •. Therefore, 
th-e-reurainder o'fthe experiment~ using the algorithm ·were. devoted to 
" 
.an -attempt• to determine the value of unproven and suboptimal so-1utions.·-
So.lution-Time Response-· \ 
. Essentially three approacl~es -we.re considered- in. attempting. to e.s- · 
~-
·. tablish tlte v;alue. of solutions versus computer t·ime and. these approaches 
are individually treated below. Of primary interest was the establish-. 
. I 
ment of some common base, indepeµdent of·_ the dimensions of the problem, 
so that at ·teast average response. could be determined •. Therefore·;-tne --: 
·, ' .... } 
· _ --- - experiments involved obtaining solut'ions to a number· of problem sets· • 
. f'. 
. . . For. some of the sets· the· job· dimension was held constant while the ma-
---- - - --------
. chine dimension was varie·d and then machines were held constant as the 
. -
. } 
.::----~--number of ·jobs va;ried.-- The matrix of Figure VI-6 shows the number of 
problems solved ,,fo_r the various job ~nd machine dimensio~s. Solving. 
_, problems of _ larger di111eI1,ffions·--·to-· completion was impraetical because of 
··- _)' J 
-
-
· -the time. explosion already discussed. 
.,., 
The first approach was an evaluation of the number of solutions 
. •,d 
,' -~-·-----,~,.......;__"~---. -·-·· - .. 








required to reach optimumo This _distribution offer~d interesting re-
·sul ts but was of little value since the time to an initial solution 
varied with problem size and the time to subsequent solu~i_ons was in~ 
0 
· consistent even for problems with the same dimensionso It was ob-
s.erved that the number of solution-s required to reach optimum was · 
generally,. but not consistently, increasing with_ the dimeol!J>ns of the · 
. 
. problem·. _This was expected c_pnsideririg the possible number of solu-
l 
,' 
-·----- _· _ · ·-._-',.· -... _ _. _________ -----------·-----
e 
, 
- -_ . '-;""ii•. ·-----._ ,. -- -
- ' . 
. 
···-·-·---~--·.- -.-·"'. _ .. _____ __,' .... 
~ . ' 
l ' • . 
··.· .... ~ .. 
. . 
. t,•<,.jr I( l]'.1~1/ 
tions. Of· some int·erest was the observation that overall for the 290 · · 
. 
. problems ·.solved, 135 initial solutions.· were ~lltimWILand the opti-mum~~--~----'--'..----'-------------. 
' 
. for 261 p;ro6lems .. was obtained by the fourth solution. · Only four prob-. 
. . 
lems required more· than ten solutions to reac~optimum. 
For the sec~nd approach a variable time unit was selected as a 
··base for. evaluating· solu-tion-time response. The time unit· e~ployed · 
. 
. 
was.-'the time to obtain· the. first. feasible solution to a problem. This · · 
· ·· .. time-· is constant for all prob~ems with· the same dimensions and i.s 
-easily obtained for even large problems. For the sake ... of, later discus-
-· _L .. _ .. c •..• - .. 
" sion the 'time unit is designated T a·nd Figure· Vl-7 .c9ntains. the val_µes I 
o 
of T for the problems solved. The times are ·shown on curves to indi-
0-cat e that -values of T can be extrapolated .for larger problems.-' Since 
. 
'. this is -a minimizat_ion problem,· any suboptimal solution has ·a makespan 
-" larger than th.e o,ptimum solution. .Therefore, define .. the" suboptimal ·-~ 
____ ,.:,.,-...--·-····-··--.".---'. .............. . 
percent of optimum as· 
Percent _of.Optimum -·100 -· 
· sub · opt z . - z 
opt z 
100 
so that 100 percent is-approached· from below. 
; ,, . 
. . . 
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time. Thus a plot of the average percent of optimum versus time was 
.. ,,.,·,·,,,.-,.,. 
obtained _for each _problem set. Figure VI-8 contains the plot for .ten 
problems with N~5 and M~5 and is repres·entativeo· Next note that the 
value of T for N=5 and M=5 obtained .from Figure IV-7 is 1. 3 seconds. 
' 
-of optimum for the multiples. For instance, .the average percent of 
shows the-·average percent of. optiqtum o·bserved .. for all .problems solved -
as a function of· T and indicates a potential for very good results 
., .. _ .. 
wJten a problem is terminated prior to· completion. 
' -The third approach was pro~pted by the above_ results. It appears 
· that the time explosion di$cus~ed and -obser-ved can be -primarily at-
tributed to the inherent 100 ~~rcen.t: confidence factor of 'the program 
al though _ good suboptimal . solu. tions may be. obtained in a reasonable 
. -- - ·- ··-· 
ainount of time. Since the confidence factor- cann_ot. be.v.aried _as lo~g 
as a problem is run to completion, -·it follows· that relaxi_ng_--=the op-
I t· 
lb ' ' 
. .. ', 
--~--------·----. ---------
J 
. timali ty requirement is the only alternative. - This is easily accom- r·; 
-·- .. 
· plished in ,,the,,~.ro.uti.ne by modifying the upper-bound-reset instruction. 
" 
. (no. 389). · In general, the modification is to set the:_ upper bound 
-
after each solution is obtained ,,to some fraction of -the makes-pan of 
the last solution. · The modification· then insures that nodes will not 
be prosecuted during the search of lower bounds unless they offer the 
\ 
· possibility of improving the makespan by one minus the fraction that 
.. I 
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'-
. " was selecteda That is, more subsets are explicitly excluded from con--
- ' 
-sideration than would have been were optimality requir~de Thus, sub-
. 
. 
optimal solutions, can be obtained with 100 percent confidence of being 
within a particular percentage ·of· optimum~ 
For this experiment. five problems with dimens'ions of eight jobs 
and eight machines were employedo Each problem was solv·ed requiring 
s·o, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, and 98 percent of optimwno If a proven solu-
·-·-·---·-· -~- ···---·c'···-~----•~--- ·-
.. _. ___ t,!f.:!D~_for_a p~rtie!Ular __ problem was not obtained Within----ten.-minutes,-,the 
-. 
·: _, _: __ · run ·was terminated •. Computing. time versus percent of- optimum required -
~-----'-~-'-'--c-~...,..----;---~-was--~then---plotted- for~eacn profilem. ; ·It· was desired" that the ·resulting 
~esponse cur~e·s be .. nearly· identical· for all problems. However, this 
result was no.t observed.· The curves .all di.splayed a ''knee" charac-
.· teristic, but the .sharpness o~ the knee varied -.·between problems and·· 
· the knee height was· incon_s·ist,ent.. One problem.·failed to complete 
, . . 
. . r I -- . . 
. , 
· within ten minutes· at the 75 percent of optimum requirement. Subse-
·. quent failures occurred at the 85, 90, ·95, and 98 percent requirem~nts • 
. . These results in.die.ate _that the computing ·time required for suboptimal . 
. solutions is .just as· unpredictable for a particular problem a·s the 
time required for optimum. · _Significant· computing time savings can be 
expected, however,. for the user who can forgo .optimality. ___ ._· 
. r . 
......: .· .. 
.. ·,~·· 
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50. 
~ .- .·_. · •. '. • ' • ; : :._" .! Problem Set Dimensions 
0 . 
3x3 3x4 3x5 3x:6 3x7 3x8 '3x9 
T 100 98o4 98 0 3 98 0 3 9900· 98 0 4 99o0 
-- .. --
' 2T 100 00 3 ., ~ Q 99o7 99 0 7 99·08' 99o7 99o4 
. -~ 
Time 
·. 3T 100 99.4 100· 100 100 100 100 .. 





- _!. I 
. ----~·-··-- ·--------------~------;------· . ·.• · ..· ·.. • ... ·. -. .......:_···. ·-.- ,_. ·_____ -·-. ·- ---- --J. 
l 95.7. 97.8 96.7 : 
' 
. 't'i 
4x3· · 4x4 4xS. 4x6 
97 o4 9.5 0 1 94.5 -- -95 0 6 
. . . -,:,. 
.< . 
------·· ·. 2T 97.4 96.3 96.5 97.1 97.7 98.8 99.2 
·3T 99.3 99.3 97.1 99.2 98.-9 _29 .s ____ 99 .6 
... ~~---·-




- - ---·-· ---·····-·· 
. . - . -- -------· ' - - . - 4T 99.3 99.8 98.4 "'99.4 ·99.4 99-.9 99.8 I 
~· I 
I 
. . . 
·--· .--,.··. '·--. ---·--· . 
5x3 5x4 5x5 5x6 5x7 ··5x8 5x9 
T .. 94 .• 6 95.2 96.1 94.5 92.3 95. 7 91.2 
:, 
··-------- ·-
2T 95.3 95 .• 8 97.7 96.4 94.7 98.0 91. 2 
·-.~ 
b 
'3T 96.9 97.3 98.3 97.1 94.B ~98.9 94.3 ·····-·-+·------+----
·• -.... 
_..,._·: 




6x3 6x4 7x3 ·7x4 Bx~ 8x4 9x3 ___ -9x4. 
- . ·-~---··-··-···-·~·-. ' . --· T. 93.3 91·. 7 94.-0 93.1 94.4 95.1_ 98.0 91.~ 
. . 
. . . ..,..... . ' 7--- . • -·-·-·. ---·-·~ 2T 94.4 92.3 94.6 93.8 95.8 95.3 98~0 92.2 
. ttt. . .. 
3T 96.4. 93.4 95~1 95.1 96.0 96.0 .· 98 5 93.4 
. . .·. 
97.5 94.1 95.4 95.7 96.7 96.j 98 • .5' 93.5. 
-- --·------·-·· ----. . 
..... , ... -, .. -
.. ~ 
-~· 
Average Percent of Optimum Solution ''for 
.. 
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VII. SUMMARY AND-CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the 0 job shop" problem is· to schedule a set of· 
- jobs through a number of machines in ,an. optimum way a The job schedule 
may v·ary between machines and the required machine technological order-
- -ing may vary between jobso Thus a job-passing situation is described 
·as opposed to· the no-passing situation for an assembly line or flow 
' . . 
shop. An optimum solution for a problem is defined as the solution 
. -
' 
---- - - --· ---~ ---- -··· - - -·------- ---·-- --- . - - -- ·-· ---·------· ____ , __ -·----------· ····- ---------- ------ . ---------------














-- . -- ·- ------. _- ---which-:m:i.nl.mizes t-he elapsed time between that instant 'lhe first machine 
I -
- ' . 
begins to process its schedule· and that ins-tant _ the last machine run-
~~~--c-11J, - ~~--~~~~~~~-:--1 
-ning completes its schedule. 
'') 
In this paper a computational procedure employing. the branch-and-
· bound technique has_ been d_eveloped for obtaining the optimum solution 
· - to the problem~ _ The ·"minimum lower -bound"_- decision ·rule discuss~d _ .ex~ . -
' 
-
tensiveiy in. the-literature has ·been .. utilized in conjunction with a 
,• 
· ·double ·bounding me-thod. The decision to schedule a given. job at--a .. 
part.icular point tn. time at a given mach~ne is based on the application 
, of the minimum :1ower bound rule to 9ne set of· lower bounds. The second 
' 
- ' 
set of :bounds· -is used When searching for. improved subsequent solutions. 
By means of mathematical formulation, examples, and computer"results 
- . 
of a FORTRAN program for the algorithm, it has been verified that the -
.............. ~-,~··-h•, ---~ -~--~--------:----·-·- ·····-- _,. ·-·~---··-· ,. __ --.,- . - .. -- ··- .. 
- -_ -.. · procedure .will obtain a· solution for -the problem that is either o_ptimum 
. _ or within_ any desired fraction. of ·optimum.· 
' The·techniques employed have allowed for certain-practical con-
tingencies. _ The possibility that some of -the jobs· ··skip some _of the 
machines-is allowable by assigning ·z~ro j.pb·times at the appropriate 
- ' ' 
- ·- \"I· . 
. > 












. . . 
., ---------.........- ,.,~ ........ ____ .,,._.·,-------- " -
J-~···---~--.. ·--··- ···.:, ... 
5_2 
machin~s G This in· turn· allows routine machine maintenance to· be 
scheduled. as a dummy job with the job times set to zero at all other 
machineso If all machines are due for. maintenance, a single dummy . 
~ 
job may be used.with the maintenance time requirements entered as job 
times. In addition,· constraint inputs are provided to delay the 
· start of either machines or a particul.ar job at a machine. Thus, it 
I 
I 
• --,-.·f ·_ -- -· 
is not necessary for all machines and jobs · _to be .!eady. simultaneo~_~_ly_ -..,--~ I . 
-·-- .. L ..... . 
. I . ------- -~------- ~-----~---
------· --------~--- - --- --------------- -------;------
. 'to begin processing e 
-- '11.. -·---~------··-·___:·-------------·---- ---
· When compared to the mathematical maximums . poss·ible..,--the-:-compu-te-r . ·----c - -----------·-------. - - - --- -
.. results con·ce-rnin-g~number of soluttons and number of nodes generated 
indicates that 'the p.rocedure is . extr.emely e:fficient. However, for 
problems of practical· size tne computing t.iine required to obtain and 
prove an optimum solut~on may be prohibitive. ·For example, the ob'"'." 
· · served· maximum number .. o·f nodes generate.d .for ten problems· wi t-h dimen...; 
· sions of five jobs ·and nine ·machines was 43-.,809 while the maximum 
.. ,... . .. . . . 9 possible for these dimensions is approximately 10. nodes. " . This worst 
. case'~ for the 5 x 9 problem required just under 30 minutes of com-
.. 
puting time on the ·IBM 360/50 to -obtain and prove the optimum solution.· 
. The primary value of the procedure for . use on. large· prob~ems appears 
to lie. in its ability to obtain· ''goodlt · initial solutions and even 
better subsequent solution·s when allowed to run for some nominal time 
after the first solution is obtained.· For 290 problems solved, 135 
optimum solutions were obtained on the :first pass and 261 optimwns. 
were) obtrined -by the fourth solution. Quite often the early termina-
tion of a problem at some practical time limit will result only 1n the 
~ ' . 
.I . . . 
\ 














k· .. ~-- ;-'-:; ·.···'' 
. , .. ~·~,·-
. ' ...:..--..-~-
:}./ 
] J ·.' ' 
,r . 
A ¥!I"-
loss of the proof of optimality o. The determination of what con-
.,' 
stitutes practicai time limits must be reserved. for the individual 
user since o~ly he can limit the parameters of the problem to the 
.. particular ranges of interesto An alternative t9 early termination 
. is the renaxation of the optimality requirement o An 8-job. by _8-
machine. p·roblem for which a proven optimum solution was not obtained 
in 90 minutes of computer time was solved in less than 10 minutes· 
'. 








-------------- --------------when the objective. ~equirement. was ·.relaxed to '95% of ·~ptimality. 
,' 
.. 
. ',;..·_ . 
-.----- -----·--··-·· However, no general conclusions can be made concerning time savings. 
-- ----------- ------~- -~~~------:- -----__!'-~-~:--:--c:-~~~~-
. ·-------·-· .- .. -
- ---:--'-~---· --~,-~--- ------- . ------~--·--- --- --
as ~.function of the percent of optimality required. 
_, . 
As parameters such as job and ma.chine. dimensions, job time vari'"".' '' - -- 'q 
-
,anc~, percent of optimality required, and particular start constraints 
·. are defined or restricted, the -amount~ of work required to solve the 
-· problem will become more predi~tabie in. the fonn of "special case" 
. ,· ... ·. 
average·response curves. The·experimental approaches described in 6 . • • . 1' , 
. 
this paper have provided insight for the problem and th~. computational 
procedure· ·but no response· time charac·teristics were observed that can 
be classified as universal. 
. ': - .. -... '. _'_: ·_. -·-" ·-·· ·-,~., .,. -
---··-~.:.-·' - _,. ------ -
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VIIIo RECOMMENDATIONS , . 
----------- ---- --- ,. --
Essentially two types of extension ·work are possible o One type 
. ·would .be concerned with adding provisions for problem constraints 
·such as deadline and job-splitting to give the procedure an increased 
capability. The method of updating after each decision that is em-
ployed in the procedure lends itself to the job--splitting constraint 
/ 
Ll . 
if the split points can be determined.· Unfortunat~!Y_~------~!1-~ d_~~ft~t~~----~~-~~-------------· ------------ -----~-- ---··------------------------------------ --- -
con~traint -coul-d--conceivably be in conflict with tli·e-- minimum lower 
,. ' 
· The second-· type of extension work would have as its objective the 
minimization of. total computati_on time required. t.o solve a problem.-. · 
One possibility for this objective may be based up.on additional or 
alternate rules to supplement the. minimum lower bound rule. In this 
procedure the rule· has been shown ·to be highly effect i've, · l)ut there is 
· no provision for. ~reaking minimum lower bound .ties. - Ties and near 
· ties r.:are ·particularly critical ear~y in the process because of the 
back-tra.ck type search employed. , Other extension work might be in the 
area of d,~composition of large problems into smaller subsets that ,,. 
would be solved in ta~dem using the procedure. This · is. possible be-
cause of the provision for both machine and job start constraints·- that 
. . could b~--~-~ployed a.s . subsequent subsets are solved.,. 
One final ·suggestion is concerned with preconditioning of. the 
jobs of a particular problem. -· How,~ve.r, _t_his. wou.id imply that . certain 
parameters have predictable computing time characteristics. The ref ore., .. 
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identifying those parameters 
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with predictable charact.eristics. 
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AN ILLUSTRATIVE SAMPLE PROBLEM 
"I. G. 
.a. 0 
·Job Time Matrix 
Machine 
l -2 3 
1 50 50 100 · 
Jcb 2. 10 40 20· 
3. ·10 30 30. . ·, . 
----- - - -- - - ___ ···---,--, _·. :..· .·. 
. OI . 
· Tech Machine Order 
Process 
1 2 3 
1. · 1 2 3 
·.Job 2 2 3 l 
·_: _____ ···.· ______ 3 -- ~---3---. -2- ----1--· . :~~---. -~·. 
. , " 
- -- - - -- ..... ------ - - -
-- ----------~----- - - - ---- ~-
·, ) .. 
· Job Start·-cotfstraints 
1 .· 
Job · 2·· 
.3 











. ·o····· . . 
Q.·. 
_____ ,, -
-:....._ ___ .,__~·· .. ---'--
·... .. . 
- '· ... · --· ' - -~:-__ _ ._ :··-···-··· ·'--· -
, 
. I 
'- ... -,, .. \-,,-
r. 
, · Machin~ Start Constraints 
Machine 
1 2 3 
lo 0 o· 
' : iJ 
• ! 
· · Step 2: 
.. -·. _1 · 
·-cal MINLBl = 0. 





. ) . . . , .. ·.· .· (3) . ~ ( C) UPDTE~~) =O, lJPDTE~: =O, llPDTEip ==O for ~=l to 3 and p=l to 8 
· ( d) ET l = 0 , ET 2 = 0 , E'I'3< _===_ 0 --
.... 
(e) .p - 1 
ti . . 
,.-
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---- - • __ .=,___ '-"--'..COf'_a,,,,_-
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58 
Step 3: 
a X b 
1 0 50 150 
Job .2 60 10 0 Mach il . - I 
3 60 10 0 . 
l 50 ~-50 100 
Job 2 0 40 30 Mach 2 
'_: -- • ···-- .I.-~ - - - ·----' ----- • ~- --·' ·-, ' 
3 30 
_30. 10 
/ .. 1 ·100 100 0 
. ·-. 
Job 2 40 20· 10 Mach 3 
__:___3_ -------O---~-ao------~-~-48--:-,.----__:__ ______ -_--~-~~~-"':-~-:---~~ 
-
' .. ._ .. .,.. ·"'--:.•· ______ ._.,.,_ 
,- ·----···-·· .. 
-Step 5-C ~) :· 
If j = 1, Eq. (12) = 0 - <JFirst minimum 
If j = 2-, _ Eq. (12)) = O·. 





. - - ' j\ - • -
II ;J - _- ( 1) - . ' . ·l. Steps . 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 __ : 
a X b LB2-
l ~7""-. 0 - 50 150 288 a 
-- Job-- 2 60 
_1 lO 0 270 
3 60 10 0 270 
MINLBl - 200 < a - MKSPN - -
p = l < 9 = mn 
- - - (1)· _-
Step ---12---'----:--- ET·1 __ ; __ ;;: __ ~ _·+ io = 50 .. -
- -- . - ·(l) 
~DTEil. 














-0 •. -. -•. - UPDTE( 3) . = 
- - - - . il --
·_ 0 . -· _-
- ·-- ,:· : . 
- ···---- ----------------·--·----. ----·-·---:: '. -
.· - . 
• 
' . -,_ . 
-·• - - -•- - . -
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,,, 
---- ·------- .' ... -·-- -- . 
·it·- - _- . -
•.-,c -~ 
1 Scheel~ --~=···'·l;', xc,-x.-:· ~-· -_-- -_ -
. . - . . ,. "-- ' ' . 
. . . . . . 
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Feasibility OK. Set p = ·2. 






60 10 0 
60 10 0 
Mach 1 · 
100 - _ . . . . . 1 50 50 
Job 2 0 40 30 ~ ---~- _:M~~h ___ g _· ~-c--~---~~--·~---- .. _c_:·.~--c--c~---·-----· -- ---- -·-· ------- -------·-------- ·----- - ----- ----- ----~-----------~- ~ ----------- ----- 3 30 3Q 10 
. .......... ! 
. ·. . .~ .. , l· 100 100 O· 
--~----'---'--'___1!.'."',----'----:--~~~~~---::-1-Job--2--- --~-4-0~--2-8---l~ ~Mach~ . 
.. ·, ______ - --·- ,, ---- - ....... . 
3 0 30 40 
. (2) 
Step 5 · : 
• If 
-J -.,.= 
If • J --
If . -J -
1 
' 
Eq· •. (12) 
2, Eq~ (12). 
3, Eqo (12) 








... ·. ~ . ' 
-' 
" 
·<:JFirst • • minimum 
. · .. 
.. , ...• 
• : .<I, 
. . ' 
. .... ___ \ .. _ 
.. ·-~ 
~ .. ,·-----·--'-·· ------




b LB2 LB1 
----- ----
- ----- - ----1 50 -50 100 200 ' 200 
--- Job 2 0 40 30 %99 a B99a -Mach 2 _-Sched -
-
·--·---·· .~ _L -·· ' -- , .•• ·- 3 30 30 10 210 210 
-,· 
MINLB1 = 200 < a . =. MKSPN '·., 
·.,·--.-~' 
--.-----· -------
·, .. P = 2<9 = mn· 
. ' .1----··-· 
, .
.,- . 
; •. '-"· .. . ,••.r 
. , 
§_. ·_· .. ··. _··. 
" 
. \,. . 
. ,· 
,.,i. . J .--
.. 












- ' ,1, ' 
: •• ·--·- •• --···_-.___ _________ : ·-. ___ , -;_ __ ..!. 
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Step 12<2 >: 
·UPDTE~l) 
J.2 
· UPDTE(2 ). 
·. · i2 
·. · UPDTE(3) 



























• .. • 
0 
- - --------
. Step .13.( 2): 
'Fe~sibility OK~ · Set ·p· = 
f) a 
.. X. b 
( s_cheduled) 1 









60 10 0 
50 50 100 
(scheduled) 
40 30 10 
-100 100 0 
--40-···· 20· 1.0 
0 30 40 
. Step 5(3): 
If j. = l., Eq. (12) 60 -
-
17 · I·f .j 2, 
_Eq_. (:1.2) - 50 
-
If j = 3, 
.Eq 0 (12) - .0 
-
Schedule machine .3 
\\ .. 




-· .. ----·-.-• ·····--·. 
. . . . . ' ' . . - _.:::..:.:_ ____ _ 
- -_ - ---·~---.---· __ --;-:--~--.~~--- . ' . 
3 .:· .. 










;. ·-------·---····-·--· ---·-···-----,.~-· -··--·- ···-··-:. . ., ____ ,., .. 
- = - . . ... 
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·ste12s . (3) 6z~,8 29 210;11 : 
. .J 
(. 
b LB2 LBl '{ a ·x 
.l 100 · 100 0 270 270 ,. 
Job 2 40 20 10 190 200 Mach 3 Sched - 3,x,x -
' _,. .~ 
. . ,/ .. 
3 0 30 40 ?t:50 at seea. 
MINLB1 = 200 < a - 1Vll{SPN · 
· p = 3 <9 = . mn 
Step 12( 3 ): .. ET3, -•o_;+ ao,.= 30·., 
0 · • 0 · 0 .. (1) 
u1'DTEi3 .· - 6.o.-· o o 6 .· :6 . , . . .... 60 60 0 . 
... ·; :•: :': 
··. 0 . 50 
·= · .o O · 
o· 40· 
0 
6.0 · • 
0 
-··UPDTE(2) 
· . i3 . .. . . . ... 
·""!· 
,·1,· 
•.;;. : ' 
0 ·100 100 ·.·-,._·.. ·• --. ' - . · .. :·. 
UPDTE~S) 
·- 0 0 40 -.. . . 13. 
. . 
. 
0 0 0 . 
. . . .. · 
.. 
~., --·: . ~- '. . . 
. ,. 
.. ·--·' .. ~· 
s'te~ 13<3): ·. Feasibility .OK. ' Set p ::: 4.· 
.,i. 
.. : ..... 
Step 4( 4): . ·-- ·-- . -· ' .. 
. ' ',.,. .. 
a -·~-' . - . -·-·. 
. , - . • ', r ~ . ' 
·.·-1 
·(scheduied) r.. ,.··._ , 
:Job·. 2 60 10 o· .. Mach· 1· 
.,. 
3 60 10 0 
1 50 50 .100 
•. ' • . ·.; J./·· 




, ....• ' 
,.,.,_ 
. ·Job 2 (scheduled) Mach···2 




40 30 10 
100 100 0 




. .: ...... 
..... , . ~·· 
...... 
•·••••• •••••• .. ~-••••,•-~•·•• ~•••·••••-••-.------- -....,-,·-, ' -~-.----T·••••• .......... 1 
J_- , ~·- .. '' .:~ ..... ····· .: ... . 
. i ··. 
.. "' .. .' 
,. 

























,. (4) Step • 5 • 
If . - 1, Eq. (12) - 60 J -
-If . 2, Eqo (12) 40. J - -
If j - 3, Eqo (.12)- - 40 -
.Steps 6,7,8,9,10,11(4): 
a X b 
1 50 50 100 
Job 2 (scheduled) 
'1, ·~ 1 
Step 
3 40 ·30 
<, 
-MINLBl 
- 200 < a 











·.- -·.-t·., ... 
First . . -minimum 
' . .. ~ ,• ' '· 
-~ 
LB2 LB1 
2980! 980 a 
a a Mach 2 Sched - 2 lx 
-





100 - ,.. . ·---·-·-.·- _ __,:.;.. ' -· . :·: ; ________ ........., _______ _ --~-~----···' ---- ' --





UP-•· . . DT.-E .. ( 2_ ) 
.. -- i4 
'UPDTE~-_a)_ 
. . •.. 14 
.. (4) 
Step 13 : 
; 
.,~ - . 
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: > ~ ' • - • • ; • 
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.. __ ·-- .. ·----, ·. ~.-:', .:.· .. 
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-~··stell .5<5):: ___ · 
a X b 
(scheduled) 
60 10 0 




















, I. . . i; • 
- . 
_ If .j =_.l,. Eq •. (12). = .ao·-
.: I_f _j =.·.2, Eq. · (12) ·-= 100 . . .. 
· 'If j = 3; Eq. -( 12) - 40 · -~Minimuin':. _. • ·· 





. . . . ._· . (5) ·_ 
Steps 6, 7, 8, 9 ,-IO, 11 · . · .: -
,-, 
," . -
.. "'· . 
. -
.... ··,--- --·· ------·-- ···'---
-~- - - ------- .. - - ,-. 
a X b·' -LB2 · LB1······· ---· . __ 
- . - --- ' ~-------~- -----------·--- ' -·---- ----- --- ---
















aeea Mach 3 ,Sched· = 3,2,x 
a· 
MINLBl = 200 < a MKSPN · 
p = 5<9 - mn 
i--'------, 






(. ,·.- . 
. . -- . . ·:;.,,. 
.,· ,; .. : . I .. 
··, .·r.·. -.: 
_,,......__,~ __ ., __ ,.,__ '"""'·---
J 
.-·~·. 
- ' . . 
. / 
.:C.:..:-·· 







64 ---- ·, . 
. ,. Step 12 (S): ET3 = 40 + 20 = 60 
. / 
0 0 0 0 0 
UPDTE~l) 
- 60 0 60 0 0 .. ,. 
. . 15 • • 
60 60 0 130 0 
··o 50 0 O' .< o .. 
0PDTE(2) ! =---,--.O 0 60 0 0 • . '. • I' i5 o· 40 0 100 0 











. --· ·--· -- . --· ·--------- -·-- ,. .,. -- ... - .... -. -·-· .. .. ; .. ~ -~·:..._ --.- -··:.·· ---··· - - - . -
~- . 
. . 
· .. Step 13(5): 
' .. :,. ... -,__.,_ ____ -· ----·---·-:. -·- ....... _ .. -· 
' . . . . 





Ii ' b 
' . 
· ( scheduled) 
. 60 10 0 
130 · 10 . 0 
. . 
l· (scheduled) 
• Job 2 .- (scheduled) , 
· __ Job 








·. Mach ·l 
' 
. ' . 
·Mach·2 
Mach 3-
_ __.____·-~·-:· . ------~-~ :· -_ · .. :: .. 
. (6) 
' .. 
. Step 5 , : 
. If j 
I+ j 
If j 
1, Eq. (_12)· = 60 · <JMinimum 
2 , Eq . ( 12) - 100 , 
= 3, Eq. (12) = 100 
:,,. .. ·' 
. · Sche~ule Machine 1 
.. 




0 ' : . 
·.,.·, . 
' . . _. .... 
o· , 
. .. -···· .... ,-- . -- ~~- - -- . - ·- --- -· ·c ·c· ' - x'.. ----- --- ' ··- - -
: . ... 
. ;..' 
... ,. --- .• -"·.:··-····-~ ...... . 
. 1-' ... 
. .i.·,. 
I·- . 











·• ' ''_ - • • ' - .7• •• ,------,...--- .-·--------~---~=-""''",.L_·,,..,-,y_ -~~~,-~··~- ,-._-~ 
,' "· --·-~---·---- · __ 
I 
I 








· 65 . 
. ' •' " 
' (6). : Steps 6,7,8,9,10,11 • 
a X b LB2 LBl 
(scheduled (}/ l 




908 a Mach l Sched = 1,2 ,x 3 130 10 0 200 , 
MINLBl = 200 < 0t = MKSPN 
p = 6< 9 = mn 
· ET1 = 60 + 10 = .70 ·. 
0 . - 0 0 0 . . .0 _ . ·.O 
. ' .. UPDTE(l) 
i6 





.. ·-· .UPDTE~3) · = 
16 · 
- 60· . · 60 . 0. 130 · · . 0 130·· · 
.. 
.. 0 50 -0 0 ·o 0 
0 0 60 0 ·o .o .. 
• 0 40 ,Q J.00 0 .• 0-
·o '.100 - 100 io _- 10~ o -
0 0 40 . · Q,. 0 . 0 · _ -~ 
0 " • 0 . o· ' • 0 ' 0 c .0 ' ., 
. ' 
I • . 
. . 
. · Step ·13( 6 ).: < ---- • • • .. ' 
Feasibility OK •. · Set p = 7 .. 
' (7) 
_ r··· ___ Step 4 : 
··f .. . ' 
--·· --·--·--- ------ -· __ :.._ _____ -:.....:~----:--- -· .. 
'' ' 
.. • 
' . . 
' . ·_-·--· . ' 
•·<. 
. ' r.. 
··;··· • _·. r', ,., 
:;-_ _ ·· . __ ··_· __ •. 
a X b -
' ~ . . .- ... : .. · '"· '·. -~:_ ...... ~ .. :;· , .,,.., . 
.,, '' 
. -· .• . 
·.,···_--._.-;·_._-__ -_· __ · .. __ ·.·_.·_._- •. __ '_/ ___ ·/·.·· .. _.' 
. . ' ' ' 
. . . --,·-;--·. 
. .·... . ' ·. 
. ·. . -·· ~.; .... ,, ... 
I ·' . R, 
1 (scheduled) 
.Job 2 (scheduled) 
3 130 10 o: 
.l (scheduled) 
-Job 2 (scheduled) 
3 '100 30 10 
1 100 100 · 0 




' ,· .·. 
' ,· 
... , .... --·-·-- ,,-·-~·-··--· .. ---""" .. . : ' ' ,·· . '· ' .- · ... ' . - : ' ' 
- ·., -:-- ' 
. .' -·-. -
Mach-1· -;;I- , .. _ ·-·' 
---·-···-·-------.·---· 
· Mach 2 
.-,. ----.--:,. 
. . ,··-, 
· Mach 3 · 
-·-. -·---· .. ·--·---,·-·· 
,, 
.. 
... · .. _· .. _ ~-.· ' 
·· ... ·. /-.. _ ' 
',·~· .
'• 
- ---·-·------_ ---.-. . 
.-.,-----·---- .. --;-···-;-'·--·--·····'--;- . 


























' (7) Step 5 : 
' t; 1 
If j = 1, Eq. (12) - 130 
66 
If j = 2 1, Eq. (12). = 100 · ~ First minimum If j = 3, Eq. (12) = 100 
Schedule Machine 2 
' . . ' , ... ' '' (7). '. Steps 6,7,8,9,10,11 • 
a X .b LB2 LBI 
1 (scheduled) a a 
·,' ~ 
Job 2 ( scneduled) a a Mach 2 S'.ched = :2,l,3 ·· 3 100 30 10 · %40a 989~ 
'MINLBl - 200 a - .MKSPN - <. ------
... 
-·--···· .. 
. -.. ;· 
-~· p . = · 7_<-9~-=-m-n.-----'----~- . . -· .,· ....... , .. __ .... ·c .. ' =~~-=.::::_~~~~------~~~~---:---:-~----: . ----------····------·-·-·· .::::..:.::··~...2---------· -··---~---· ---,...C .. :,.... ,··. ' .. , ..• .:,__:. ~-~ ·-·-· ,• 
Step" 12 < 7>: ET2 = 100 + 30 - .t3o 









O·· 0 :o 0 · .. o· · o 
60 0 60 0 
.. 60- 60 0 ·130 
o · so · · o·-· · o 
. o :.·_·. -. o .. · ·60 :o · 
0 40· 0 100 
:o · 0 0 
0 . 130 ·. 130 
. -- ··o:· -o ··:. ·: o-··· 
o· · o. o 
o .· ·:o· ·_ o·.·· 
0 · · 1·00 : . . . 0 ., 0:. 
--------··· ·- '----~-----·. - ' 
- - ··- - --~ 
• 
. ,- .. . 
. ... -.- -
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